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NOTE 
On the Cattle Problem of Archimedes 
WILL IAM C. WATERHOUSE 
Department of Mathematics, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 
There is no serious reason to believe that the "Cattle problem" ascribed to Archimedes 
is unsolvable. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
Es gibt keinen ernsthaften Grund zu glauben, dab das "Vieh-Problem," das Archimedes 
zugeschrieben wird, unl6sbar ist. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
I1 n'y a pas de raison s6rieux de croire que le "problbme de bdtail" qui est associ6 
Archimbde n'est pas soluble. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
AMS 1991 subject classification: 01A20. 
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In a recent note [4], Peter Schreiber has suggested that the "cattle problem" 
attributed to Archimedes is unsolvable even in its most basic form. Recall that the 
epigram formulating the problem [2, 528-534] states certain equations that should 
be satisfied by the numbers of bulls and cows in herds of four different colors; two 
other requirements are later added, but our concern is only with the basic equations. 1
In all solutions the number of brown bulls is less than the number of brown cows, 
and Schreiber says: 
What no one has hitherto noticed however is that the general solut ion. . ,  stands in contradiction 
to lines 7-8  of the Greek text of the riddle which says 
In each sort of cattle there are many more bulls than cows. [4, 305] 
I cannot see how the Greek text supports this meaning. 
First, the verb involved is Bp~Oto, which has the basic meaning "to be heavy 
(with)" [3, 330]. Active forms were occasionally used in the sense of "outweigh, 
prevail," but the participle flp~O6tzevo~ in our passage is middle/passive. It is 
absolute, not comparative, and there is no reference to cows. Furthermore, the 
Greek clause does not end where Schreiber broke it but goes on: 
) ( 
). e U7~ e Kdto-'r~ 
trr~oe ~ e cra u "rt~ po~ zr A ilOe o'~ flp~O6txe vo~ 
~vtztxeTp~Tg 7ot.7 ltr~e 787evx67eg. 
1 The solution printed by Schreiber is 80 times the true basic solution. It is in fact an ancient (erroneous) 
attempt o solve the problem with its additional two requirements, asreported in a scholium to the text 
[1, 398-401]. I am grateful to W. R. Knorr for his help with this material. 
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Thus a more reasonable translation would be something like " In each herd there 
were bulls in impressive numbers, standing in the following relations." 
Stylistic considerations also show that the phrase "in impressive numbers" is 
mathematically irrelevant. It is part of the stylized poetic coloring of the epigram. 
For instance, the black cattle when first mentioned (line 6) are not simply called 
black; they are "shining with a dark color" (Kvauk~ ... XP(Ol~ot~'~ Aoqzrr6/ze uo u). 
In the ver~ lines we are examining, we find the poetic form e'era u in place of the 
standard 77 o-au; and the word er~-~tpo¢, used here for a herd of cattle, usually refers 
to an array of troops. The actual mathematical conditions that follow, by contrast, 
are written in straightforward mathematical terms. 
Finally, we can observe that any reference to cows at this point would weaken 
the organization of the poem. Lines 1-7 discuss only the generic "Cattle of the 
Sun" mentioned in line 1. Then the lines we are studying mention bulls, and the 
following lines state four relations involving bulls alone. These end at the end of 
line 16, and line 17 starts a new sentence by saying 
) 
O~Ae£o~Ler~ ~k flover'L T&8 ) e'~Ae~-o. 
For the female cattle the following occurred. 
Thus there is no reason to suppose that line 8 contains any reference to the relative 
numbers of bulls and cows. 
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